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The Bloomsbury Handbook of Food and
Popular Culture 2017-12-14

the influence of food has grown rapidly as it has become more and
more intertwined with popular culture in recent decades the
bloomsbury handbook of food and popular culture offers an
authoritative comprehensive overview of and introduction to this
growing field of research bringing together over 20 original essays
from leading experts including amy bentley deborah lupton fabio
parasecoli and isabelle de solier its impressive breadth and depth
serves to define the field of food and popular culture divided into
four parts the book covers media and communication including film
television print media the internet and emerging media material
cultures of eating including eating across the lifespan home
cooking food retail restaurants and street food aesthetics of
food including urban landscapes museums visual and performance
arts socio political considerations including popular discourses
around food science waste nutrition ethical eating and food
advocacy each chapter outlines key theories and existing areas of
research whilst providing historical context and considering
possible future developments the editors introduction by kathleen
lebesco and peter naccarato ensures cohesion and accessibility
throughout a truly interdisciplinary ground breaking resource this
book makes an invaluable contribution to the study of food and
popular culture it will be an essential reference work for students
researchers and scholars in food studies film and media studies
communication studies sociology cultural studies and american
studies

Tourism, Urbanization, and the Evolving
Periphery of the European Union
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2019-10-25

this book explores travel tourism and urban development at the
edges of europe from the 1970s until the present it compares
tourism spurred urban growth in spain and bulgaria showing how
development in southern europe after the fall of dictatorships
provided a model for integrating post socialist europe in the
1990s it analyzes the economic cultural and political dimensions
of tourist economies showing how they aligned with major
european union integration goals and were supported with eu
development funds it also chronicles the social and environmental
costs of mass tourism where over development has despoiled
beachfronts and promoted low paying service jobs reinforcing
regional divisions in europe between those who host and those who
visit ultimately it argues that while mass tourism is touted as a
viable economic solution to eu inequality it can potentially
exacerbate disparities between core and peripheral zones creating
new and troubling forms of regional polarization

Design Culture 2019-02-21

design culture foregrounds the relationships between the domains
of design practice design production and everyday life unlike design
history and design studies it is primarily concerned with
contemporary design objects and the networks between the multiple
actors engaged in their shaping functioning and reproduction it
acknowledges the rise of design as both a key component and a key
challenge of the modern world featuring an impressive range of
international case studies design culture interrogates what this
emergent discipline is its methodologies its scope and its
relationships with other fields of study the volume s
interdisciplinary approach brings fresh thinking to this fast
evolving field of study
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Contesting Moralities 2023-04-14

roma identities have often been presented in literature as
collectively constructed and in opposition to those who are not
roma contesting moralities challenges these preconceptions about
roma identification by disentangling the binaries between roma and
non roma state and non state public and private it explores topics
resonating in contemporary romani studies that are in need of
further exploration through individual perspectives including
history activism kinship childhood and gender hierarchies the book
paints a complex picture of inequality and how it is negotiated
amid conflicting ambiguous and contradictory regimes of power
and moral demands including those of state and kin

The Literature of Waste 2015-06-03

tracing material and metaphoric waste through the western canon
ranging from beowulf to samuel beckett susan signe morrison
disrupts traditional perceptions of waste to better understand
how we theorize manage and are implicated in what is discarded and
seen as garbage engaging a wide range of disciplines morrison
addresses how the materiality of waste has been sedimented into a
variety of toxic metaphors if scholars can read waste as
possessing dynamic agency how might that change the ethics of
refuse ing and ostracizing wasted humans a major contribution to
the growing field of waste studies this comparative and
theoretically innovative book confronts the reader with the
ethical urgency present in waste literature itself

The Routledge Handbook of Waste Studies
2021-12-27

the routledge handbook of waste studies offers a comprehensive
survey of the new field of waste studies critically interrogating
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the cultural social economic and political systems within which
waste is created managed and circulated while scholars have not
settled on a definitive categorization of what waste studies is
more and more researchers claim that there is a distinct cluster of
inquiries concepts theories and key themes that constitute this
field in this handbook the editors and contributors explore the
research questions methods and case studies preoccupying
academics working in this field in an attempt to develop a set of
criteria by which to define and understand waste studies as an
interdisciplinary field of study this handbook will be invaluable to
those wishing to broaden their understanding of waste studies and
to students and practitioners of geography sociology
anthropology history environment and sustainability studies

Histories of Independence in C�te d’Ivoire
2020-03-17

in histories of independence in c�te d ivoire an ethnography of the
past konstanze n guessan deals with memory work in c�te d ivoire
and bridges an ethnographic approach with the insights of newer
theoretical approaches in historiography adopting a long term
perspective from the late 1950s to the present she attempts to
disentangle the condensation of meanings of the lieu de m�moire
ivorian independence and explores how different practices of
recalling the past complement and or contradict each other
histories of independence in c�te d ivoire looks at national day
celebrations academic historiography oral tradition and memory
politics in order to understand how political actors mobilize the
past in order to produce pleasant presents and futures

Made in Yugoslavia 2020-06-01

made in yugoslavia studies in popular music serves as a
comprehensive and thorough introduction to the history
sociology and musicology of popular music in yugoslavia and the
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post yugoslav region across the twentieth and twenty first
centuries the book consists of chapters by leading scholars and
covers the major figures styles and social contexts of music in the
region that for most of the past century was known as
yugoslavia exploring the role played by music in yugoslav art
culture social movements and discourses of statehood this book
offers a gateway into scholarly explanation of a key region in
eastern europe an introduction provides an overview and
background on popular music in yugoslavia followed by chapters
in four thematic sections zabavna pop rock punk and new wave
narodna folk and neofolk music and the politics of popular music
under socialism

TV Socialism 2016-06-03

in tv socialism anik� imre provides an innovative history of
television in socialist europe during and after the cold war rather
than uniform propaganda programming imre finds rich evidence of
hybrid aesthetic and economic practices including frequent
exchanges within the region and with western media a steady
production of varied genre entertainment elements of european
public service broadcasting and transcultural multi lingual
reception practices these televisual practices challenge
conventional understandings of culture under socialism divisions
between east and west and the divide between socialism and
postsocialism taking a broad regional perspective encompassing
eastern europe and the soviet union imre foregrounds continuities
between socialist television and the region s shared imperial
histories including the programming trends distribution patterns
and reception practices that extended into postsocialism
television she argues is key to understanding european socialist
cultures and to making sense of developments after the end of the
cold war and the enduring global legacy of socialism
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A Taste for Oppression 2021-03-03

belarus has emerged from communism in a unique manner as an
authoritarian regime the author who has lived in belarus for
several years highlights several mechanisms of tyranny beyond the
regime s ability to control and repress which should not be
underestimated the book immerses the reader in the depths of the
belarusian countryside among the kolkhozes and rural communities
at the heart of this authoritarian regime under alexander
lukashenko and offers vivid descriptions of the everyday life of
belarusians it sheds light on the reasons why part of the
population supports lukashenko and takes a fresh look at the
functioning of what has been called the last dictatorship in europe

Transforming Socio-Natures in Turkey
2019-07-09

this book is an exploration of the environmental makings and
contested historical trajectories of environmental change in
turkey despite the recent proliferation of studies on the political
economy of environmental change and urban transformation until
now there has not been a sufficiently complete treatment of turkey
s troubled environments which live on the edge both geographically
between europe and middle east and politically between democracy
and totalitarianism the contributors to transforming socio
natures in turkey use the toolbox of environmental humanities to
explore the main political cultural and historical factors
relating to the country s socio environmental problems this leads
not only to a better grounding of some of the historical and
contemporary debates on the environment in turkey but also a
deeper understanding of the multiplicity of framings around more
than human interactions in the country in a time of authoritarian
populism this book will be of interest not only to students of
turkey from a variety of social science and humanities disciplines
but also contribute to the larger debates on environmental change
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and developmentalism in the context of a global populist turn

Transnational Spanish Studies
2020-06-17

the focus of this book is two fold first it traces the expansive
geographical spread of the language commonly referred to as
spanish this has given rise to multiple hybrid formations over time
emerging in the clash of multiple cultures languages and religions
within and between great empires roman islamic hispano catholic
each with expansionist policies leading to wars huge territorial
gains and population movements this long history makes
hispanophone culture itself a supranational trans imperial one
long before we witness its various national cultures being
refashioned as a result of the transnational processes associated
with globalization today indeed the spanish language we recognise
today was transnational long before it was ever the foundation
of a single nation state secondly it approaches the more recent
post national translingual and inter subjective border crossings
that characterise the global world today with an eye to their
unfolding within this long trans imperial history of the
hispanophone world in doing so it maps out some of the
contemporary post colonial decolonial and trans atlantic
inflections of this trans imperial history as manifest in literature
cinema music and digital cultures contributors christopher j
pountain l p harvey james t monroe rosaleen howard mark thurner
alexander samson andrew ginger samuel llano philip swanson claire
taylor emily baker elzbieta slodowska francisco j hern�ndez adri�n
henriette partzsch helen melling conrad james and benjamin quarshie

Women and Capitalism in the Croatian
Hinterland 2014-10-21

in women and capitalism in the croatian hinterland the practice of
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labor and consumption nila ginger hofman examines the effects of
post socialist capitalism on the lives of croatian women croatia
s secession from socialism and a more recent gestating capitalist
landscape provide the contexts in which the author examines how
women navigate the labor and consumer markets the women
consulted for this book experienced two decades of developing free
market capitalism they also experienced the disintegration of the
self managing socialism that existed in yugoslavia from 1948 to
1991 four years of the balkan war which brought emotional and
infrastructural tolls and the emergence of the new croatian
republic in 1991 the transition to capitalism in the last part of
the twentieth century brought anticipation angst and excitement
the new millennium has also been plagued by unemployment rates
hovering around 20 percent as well as the emergence of western
style shopping malls women and capitalism in the croatian
hinterland details the cumulative effects of these changes which
resulted in an unprecedented upheaval in the lives of croatians

Framing the Global 2014-05-22

framing the global explores new and interdisciplinary approaches
to the study of global issues essays are framed around the entry
points or key concepts that have emerged in each contributor s
engagement with global studies in the course of empirical research
offering a conceptual toolkit for global research in the 21st
century

Offshoring 2014-06-05

the concealment of income wealth and profits in tax havens has
brought the topic of offshoring into public debate but as john urry
shows in this important new book offshoring is a much more
pervasive feature of contemporary societies these often secretive
activities offshore also involve relations of work finance
pleasure waste energy and security powerful and pervasive
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offshore worlds have been generated posing huge challenges both
for governments and for citizens this book documents the various
patterns of offshoring � of the economy sociability politics and
the environment in each case offshoring generates new patterns of
power reduces the responsibilities of the powerful offshore class
and limits the conditions for democratic governance offshore out
of sight over the horizon are some of the troubling processes and
metaphors by which much life has been rendered opaque and
dependent upon secrets and lies by analysing these patterns and
processes urry sheds fresh light on the hidden worlds of offshoring
and exposes the dark side of globalization the book concludes by
considering whether offshoring can be reversed � whether it is
possible to bring about the systematic reshoring of relations that
would be good for democracy and for developing low carbon
futures urry portrays the coming century as being poised between
even more extreme offshoring and various endeavours to bring back
home that which has currently escaped over the horizon

Thrift and Its Paradoxes 2022-04-08

thrift is a central concern for most people especially in turbulent
economic times it is both an economic and an ethical logic of frugal
living saving and avoiding waste for long term kin care these
logics echo the ancient ideal of household self sufficiency
contrasting with capitalism s wasteful present focused growth
but thrift now exceeds domestic matters straying across scales
to justify public expenditure cuts through a wide range of
ethnographic contexts this book explores how practices and
moralities of thrift are intertwined with austerity debt welfare
and patronage across various social and temporal scales and are
constantly re negotiated at the nexus of socio economic religious
and kinship ideals and praxis
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Occupation and Communism in Eastern
European Museums 2021-07-29

this volume offers fresh perspectives on the representation of the
recent past in museums of the second world war and of communism
in post communist eastern europe it does so against the
background of recent european wide debates on history memory and
politics the contributors from across europe focus
comparatively on a wide variety of case studies pointing out
similarities and differences and accounting for transnational
patterns of remembrance at regional and european level
occupation and communism in eastern european museums argues
that museums have a huge influence on the image of the communist
past in eastern europe it shows how they use a vast array of
media tools visual tactics and commercial strategies in order to
substantiate ideological approaches to the past and to shape the
attitude of public opinion

Red Hangover 2017-10-19

in red hangover kristen ghodsee examines the legacies of twentieth
century communism twenty five years after the berlin wall fell
ghodsee s essays and short stories reflect on the lived experience
of postsocialism and how many ordinary men and women across
eastern europe suffered from the massive social and economic
upheavals in their lives after 1989 ghodsee shows how recent
major crises from the russian annexation of crimea and the syrian
civil war to the rise of islamic state and the influx of migrants in
europe are linked to mistakes made after the collapse of the
eastern bloc when fantasies about the triumph of free markets and
liberal democracy blinded western leaders to the human costs of
regime change just as the communist ideal has become permanently
tainted by its association with the worst excesses of twentieth
century eastern european regimes today the democratic ideal is
increasingly sullied by its links to the ravages of neoliberalism an
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accessible introduction to the history of european state
socialism and postcommunism red hangover reveals how the events
of 1989 continue to shape the world today

Food Insecurity 2020-07-23

this book explores the experiences causes and consequences of food
insecurity in different geographical regions and historical eras it
highlights collective and political actions aimed at food
sovereignty as solutions to mitigate suffering despite global
efforts to end hunger it persists and has even increased in some
regions this book provides interdisciplinary and historical
perspectives on the manifestations of food insecurity with case
studies illustrating how people coped with violations of their
rights during the war time deprivation in france the neoliberal
incursions on food supply in turkey greece and nicaragua as well
as the consequences of radioactive contamination of farmland in
japan this edited collection adopts an analytical approach to
understanding food insecurity by examining how the historical and
political situations in different countries have resulted in an
unfolding dialectic of food insecurity and resistance with the most
marginalized people immigrants those in refugee camps poor peasants
and so forth consistently suffering the worst effects yet still
maintaining agency to fight back the book tackles food insecurity
on a local as well as a global scale and will thus be useful for a
broad range of audiences including students scholars and the
general public interested in studying food crises globalization and
current global issues

The Power of Numbers and Networks
2019-07-23

this book is an important contribution to the understanding of the
complex education policies of the twenty first century it unites
world renowned comparatists of education in an effort to respond
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to the challenges raised by the multidimensional and multi scalar
aspects of education policies in their attempt to decipher the
tangled world of education policies the authors underline the
power of numbers the power of networks and the power of new
concepts and methodologies the power of numbers education
through numbers via students assessments and national or
international testing impacts upon our educational choices and
reinforces its instrumental aspects the power of networks sheds
light on the complexity of the education global governance
network by focusing on how international governmental
organisations igos such as unesco the oecd and the world bank
carry out policy and on the intricate ways an educational
concern becomes part of the international agenda the power of
concepts and methods policymaking is increasingly dynamic and
involves many different stakeholders including states private
corporations igos scholars and non profit organisations
contributors to this volume have developed new conceptual and
methodological perspectives to study the circulation of
educational models worldwide a relational notion of space the
concept of diaspora as a space of relations of social actors or
the global comparative approach and a methodology drawn on
actors network theory are among the propositions yielded by the
authors in order to make sense of and grasp the complexity of
education policies today this book was originally published as a
special issue of globalisation societies and education

Food Utopias 2015-01-09

food is a contentious and emotive issue subject to critiques from
multiple perspectives alternative food movements including the
different articulations of local food miles seasonality food
justice food knowledge and food sovereignty consistently invoke
themes around autonomy sufficiency cooperation mutual aid
freedom and responsibility in this stimulating and provocative book
the authors link these issues to utopias and intentional
communities using a food utopias framework presented in the
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introduction they examine food stories in three interrelated and
complementary ways utopias as critique of existing systems
utopias as engagement with experimentation of the novel the
forgotten and the hopeful in the future of the food system and
utopias as process that recognizes the time and difficulty inherent
in changing the status quo the chapters address theoretical
aspects of food utopias and also present case studies from a
range of contexts and regions including argentina italy
switzerland and usa these focus on key issues in contemporary
food studies including equity locality the sacred citizenship
community and food sovereignty food utopias offers ways
forward to imagine a creative and convivial food system

Alternative Tourism in Budapest
2017-02-03

alternative tourism in budapest class culture and identity in a
postsocialist city analyzes the particular imaginaries of
hungarian culture that are produced and circulated through
alternative tourism a generation after state socialism susan hill
records the everyday work of business owners and tour guides at
four budapest alternative tourism companies that lead tourists
to areas not typically visited by travelers and she considers the
significance of alternative tourism work for processes of identity
making and cultural production in budapest this ethnographic
study is recommended for scholars of anthropology cultural
studies and political science

Channeling Moroccanness 2020-12-01

honorable mention 2022 l carl brown aims book prize in north
african studies what does it mean to connect as a people through
mass media this book approaches that question by exploring how
moroccans engage communicative failure as they seek to shape
social and political relations in urban fez over the last decade
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laments of language and media failure in fez have focused not just
on social relations that used to be and have been lost but also
on what ought to be and had yet to be realized such laments have
transpired in a range of communication channels from objects such
as devotional prayer beads and remote controls to interactional
forms such as storytelling dress styles and orthography to media
platforms like television news religious stations or whatsapp
group chats channeling moroccanness examines these laments as
ways of speaking that created moroccanness the feeling of
participating in the ongoing formations of moroccan relationality
rather than furthering the discourse about morocco s conflict
between liberal secularists and religious conservatives this
ethnography shows the subtle range of ideologies and practices
evoked in fassi homes to calibrate moroccan sociality and
political consciousness

Reengineering India 2016-07-07

the march towards a new india began with its entry onto the
global stage as a rising economic power impelled by liberalization
policies and the forces of globalization the success of india s
information technology it industry symbolizes these larger
developments yet we lack a critical understanding of the wider
social and cultural reverberations of this phenomenon reengineering
india explores india s post liberalization transformation through
the lens of the software industry this book views the it industry
as a key site where new identities aspirations and social imaginaries
are being created and circulated it examines the origins and
organization of software capital the production of the indian it
workforce the introduction of new forms of work and management
and the connections between software and the new middle class the
author argues that the software industry has been central to
india s post liberalization refashioning yet it remains deeply
embedded in older structures of inequality and modes of
accumulation an anthropological account of the relationship
between work class capital and culture in india s new economy this
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book is essential reading for thinking about the future of the post
it revolution nation

Cultures of Crisis in Southeast Europe
2017-04

the history of the balkan peninsula of the last two centuries is
marked by deep transformations and upheavals the emergence and
disappearance of states ethnic conflicts and wars changes of
political systems economic crises migration movements and natural
disasters are the more visible of such upheavals most of them have
been experienced as deep crises that forced people to adapt to often
radically new situations all too often crisis management became a
permanent way of life the included essays focus on the cultures of
crisis and on the reactions of societies and individuals to them on
their impact on everyday life on peoples strategies of coping on the
processes of adaptation and on peoples attitudes series
ethnologia balkanica vol 19 subject sociology balkan studies
politics migration crisis management

The Socialist Good Life 2020-06-02

what does the good life mean in a backward place as communist
regimes denigrated widespread unemployment and consumer excess in
western countries socialist eastern european states
simultaneously legitimized their power through their apparent
ability to satisfy consumers needs moving beyond binaries of
production and consumption the essays collected here examine the
lessons consumption studies can offer about ethnic and national
identity and the role of economic expertise in shaping consumer
behavior from polish vcrs to ukrainian fashion boutiques tropical
fruits in the gdr to cinemas in belgrade the socialist good life
explores what consumption means in a worker state where
communist ideology emphasizes collective needs over individual
pleasures
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Multi-faced Transformations 2015-10-19

multi faced social transformations challenges and studies brings
together the proceedings of the 7th slovenian social science
conference the challenges of social transformations held in
september 2014 it was organized by the school of advanced social
studies sass the slovenian national committee of the management
of social transformations programme most and the slovenian
national commission for unesco the multidisciplinary contributions
presented here analyse various aspects of the economic social and
cultural transformations that accompany the contemporary
globalized world the book consists of four sections dealing with
particular areas of transformations these include a range of
political economic and cultural dimensions that are observed from
the macro level in social systems and structural changes to the
micro level in aspects of individuals lives the book will be of
interest for academics in the field of social sciences as well as for
civil society activists and policy makers the frames of the
transformations are not limited to the european space and provide
a more global perspective

Cycling and Recycling 2015-12-01

technology has long been an essential consideration in public
discussions of the environment with the focus overwhelmingly on
creating new tools and techniques in more recent years however
activists researchers and policymakers have increasingly turned to
mobilizing older technologies in their pursuit of sustainability in
fascinating case studies ranging from the early modern secondhand
trade to utopian visions of human powered vehicles the
contributions gathered here explore the historical fortunes of
two such technologies bicycling and waste recycling tracing their
development over time and providing valuable context for the
policy successes and failures of today
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Twenty Years After Communism 2014

remembering the past especially as collectivity is a political
process thus the politics of memory and commemoration is an
integral part of the establishment of new political regimes new
identities and new principles of political legitimacy this volume is
about the explosion of the politics of memory triggered by the fall
of state socialism in eastern europe particularly about the
politics of its commemoration twenty years later it offers
seventeen in depth case studies an original theoretical framework
and a comparative study of memory regime types and their origins
four different kinds of mnemonic actors are identified mnemonic
warriors mnemonic pluralists mnemonic abnegators and mnemonic
prospectives their combinations render three different types of
memory regimes fractured pillarized and unified disciplined
comparative analysis shows how several different configurations
of factors affect the emergence of mnemonic actors and different
varieties of memory regimes there are three groups of causal
factors that influence the political form of the memory regime the
range of structural constraints the actors face e g the type of
regime transformation cultural constraints linked to past
political conflict e g salient ethnic or religious cleavages and
cultural and strategic choices actors make e g framing post
communist political identities

Palgrave Handbook of Critical
Posthumanism 2022-11-28

palgrave handbook of critical posthumanism is a major reference
work on the paradigm emerging from the challenges to humanism
humanity and the human posed by the erosion of the traditional
demarcations between the human and nonhuman this handbook
surveys and speculates on the ways in which the posthumanist
paradigm emerged transformed and might further develop across the
humanities with its focus on the posthuman as a figure on
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posthumanism as a social discourse and on posthumanisation as an
on going historical and ontological process the volume highlights
the relationship between the humanities and sciences the essays
engage with posthumanism in connection with subfields like the
environmental humanities health humanities animal studies and
disability studies the book also traces the historical
representations and understanding of posthumanism across time
additionally the contributions address genre and forms such as
autobiography games art film museums and topics such as climate
change speciesism anthropocentrism and biopolitics to name a few
this handbook considers posthumanism s impact across disciplines
and areas of study

Secret Agents and the Memory of Everyday
Collaboration in Communist Eastern Europe
2017-09-27

the collection of essays in secret agents and the memory of
everyday collaboration in communist eastern europe addresses
institutions that develop the concept of collaboration and
examines the function social representation and history of secret
police archives and institutes of national memory that create
these histories of collaboration the essays provide a comparative
account of collaboration participation across differing
categories of collaborators and different social milieux
throughout east central europe they also demonstrate how
secret police files can be used to produce more subtle social and
cultural histories of the socialist dictatorships by interrogating
the ways in which post socialist cultures produce the idea of and
knowledge about collaborators the contributing authors provide
a nuanced historical conception of collaboration expanding the
concept toward broader frameworks of cooperation and political
participation to facilitate a better understanding of eastern
european communist regimes
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Remitting, Restoring and Building
Contemporary Albania 2021-12-14

the edited collection is a fresh contribution to the
anthropological sociological and geographical explorations of
time space in southeast europe and albania in particular by delving
into various levels of people s daily lives such as literature
relation to the environment the urbanization process art
photography trauma and remembering processes of modernity the
volume vividly portrays various realms that are lived and
perceived it largely builds on the premise that structural
resemblances of the past continuously reappear in particular
social and cultural moments and seek to restore and build the
individual and collective lives in contemporary albania

The Shifting Ground of Globalization
2023-02-06

in the shifting ground of globalization thiago aguiar describes the
transformation of the brazilian mining company into a
transnational corporation and its consequences for workers
communities and the environment in the first decades of the twenty
first century

After the Revolution 2014-05-07

what happens to student activism once mass protests have
disappeared from view and youth no longer embody the political
frustrations and hopes of a nation after the revolution
chronicles the lives of student activists as they confront the
possibilities and disappointments of democracy in the shadow of the
recent revolution in serbia greenberg s narrative highlights the
stories of young student activists as they seek to define their role
and articulate a new form of legitimate political activity post
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socialism when student activists in serbia helped topple dictator
slobodan milosevic on october 5 2000 they unexpectedly found
that the post revolutionary period brought even greater problems
how do you actually live and practice democracy in the wake of
war and the shadow of a recent revolution how do young serbians
attempt to translate the energy and excitement generated by wide
scale mobilization into the slow work of building democratic
institutions greenberg navigates through the ranks of student
organizations as they transition their activism from the streets
back into the halls of the university in exploring the everyday
practices of student activists their triumphs and frustrations
after the revolution argues that disappointment is not a failure
of democracy but a fundamental feature of how people live and
practice it this fascinating book develops a critical vocabulary
for the social life of disappointment with the aim of helping citizens
scholars and policymakers worldwide escape the trap of framing
new democracies as doomed to failure

Brokered Subjects 2019-01-01

brokered subjects digs deep into the accepted narratives of sex
trafficking to reveal the troubling assumptions that have shaped
both right and left wing agendas around sexual violence drawing
on years of in depth fieldwork elizabeth bernstein sheds light not
only on trafficking but also on the broader structures that meld
the ostensible pursuit of liberation with contemporary techniques
of power rather than any meaningful commitment to the safety of
sex workers bernstein argues what lies behind our current vision of
trafficking victims is a transnational mix of putatively
humanitarian militaristic interventions feel good capitalism and
what she terms carceral feminism a feminism compatible with police
batons
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Artifacts and Allegiances 2015-07-07

what can we learn about nationalism by looking at a country s
cultural institutions how do the history and culture of
particular cities help explain how museums represent diversity
artifacts and allegiances takes us around the world to tell the
compelling story of how museums today are making sense of
immigration and globalization based on firsthand conversations
with museum directors curators and policymakers descriptions of
current and future exhibitions and inside stories about the famous
paintings and iconic objects that define collections across the
globe this work provides a close up view of how different kinds of
institutions balance nationalism and cosmopolitanism by
comparing museums in europe the united states asia and the middle
east peggy levitt offers a fresh perspective on the role of the
museum in shaping citizens taken together these accounts tell the
fascinating story of a sea change underway in the museum world
at large

Concrete Jungles 2016-03-29

in the popular imagination the caribbean islands represent tropical
paradise this image which draws millions of tourists to the region
annually underlies the efforts of many environmentalists to
protect caribbean coral reefs mangroves and rainforests however
a dark side to caribbean environmentalism lies beyond the tourist s
view in urban areas where the islands poorer citizens suffer from
exposure to garbage untreated sewage and air pollution concrete
jungles explores the reasons why these issues tend to be ignored
demonstrating how mainstream environmentalism reflects and
reproduces class and race inequalities based on over a decade of
research in kingston jamaica and willemstad cura�ao rivke jaffe
contrasts the environmentalism of largely middle class
professionals with the environmentalism of inner city residents the
book combines a sophisticated discussion of the politics of
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difference with rich ethnographic detail including vivid depictions of
caribbean ghettos and elite enclaves jaffe also extends her
analysis beyond ethnographic research seeking to understand the
role of colonial history in shaping the current trends in pollution
and urban space a thorough analysis of the hidden inequalities of
mainstream environmentalism concrete jungles provides a political
ecology of urban pollution with significant implications for the
future of environmentalism

Making Death Matter 2016-11-18

this thesis is a contribution to feminist laboratory studies and a
critical engagement with the natural sciences or more precisely
research on the biochemical workings and deadly relations of
alzheimer s disease emanating from a year of field work in a
drosophila fly lab the natural sciences have been a point of
fascination within the field of gender studies for decades such
sciences produce knowledge on what gets to count as nature and
natural healthy or sick normal or not and they have done it with
great societal authority and impact throughout european
modernity however feminist technoscience scholars argue that
science and knowledge is socially produced and political too
concepts such as nature animal human body sex and life itself are
not simply given natural realities but phenomena processed
through the naturecultures of the laboratory situated within
such theoretical and methodological approaches this thesis
wonders how scientific facts about alzheimer s disease are made in
the lab today what kinds of realities bodies and ethico political
concerns are enacted who gets to live and who gets to die in
everyday laboratory practices theoretically the thesis is
grounded particularly within karen barad s agential realism and
posthumanist performativity and as such it accounts for human
and nonhuman entanglements through which ad is performed in the
lab in relational ways in other words the thesis explores how ad
is enacted in the bodies of transgenic fruit flies drosophila
melanogaster as these flies embody the disease live and die with it
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last but not least the thesis explores the materialities of death
dying embodiment and biological waste in a biochemistry lab as
constitutive parts of the produced knowledge about ad

Methods, Moments, and Ethnographic Spaces
in Asia 2021-04-15

asia is changing socio political shifts in the world economy
technological advances of monumental scales movements of people
and ideas alongside ongoing post colonization projects across the
region have created an emerging asia one confident and assertive of
its place in the contemporary geopolitical sphere as political and
economic powers reassert asian sovereignty in opposition to
perceived northern dominance and dramatic and rapid development in
the region shift the relationship between the centre and the
periphery new renderings and imaginations of hierarchies of identity
and power come to the fore this changing environment leads to
emerging challenges for anthropologists working in the region both
those who have been working there for years and new scholars
entering the field this volume considers these changes and the
implications of this on our practice by focusing on asia as a site
of enquiry the contributors to this book discuss tensions and
opportunities arising in their ethnographic fieldwork in light of a
changing asia drawing on personal reflections on asia s global
positioning in this contemporary moment the contributors consider
how fieldwork is being negotiated within the changing dynamics of
anthropology in the region this book then is a discussion on the
shifting landscape of field sites and the resultant emerging research
methodologies and is aimed at those who are already deeply
immersed in fieldwork as well as those who are seeking ways to
undertake it
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The Czech Manuscripts 2023-10-15

the czech manuscripts is dedicated to one of the most important
literary forgeries on the model of macpherson s ossianic poetry the
queen s court and green mountain manuscripts discovered in 1817
and 1818 went on to play an outsized role in the czech national
revival functioning as founding texts of the national mythology
and serving as sacred works in the long period when they were
considered genuine a successful literary forgery tells a lot about
what a culture wants and needs at a particular moment one
fascinating aspect of this story is how a successful fake was
able to function in an integral way as part of the czech cultural
revival of the nineteenth century both because it played to
expectations and nationalist values and because it met real
cultural needs in many ways better than genuine historical
literary works and artefacts also fascinating is the vainglorious
v�clav hanka a prolific and dedicated forger who was likely the
center of the conspiratorial ring that created the manuscripts and
who went on as the librarian of the czech national museum to
alter a number of others david cooper analyzes what made the
manuscripts a convincing imitation of their serbian and russian
models he looks at how translation shaped their composition and
at the benefit ofexamining them as pseudotranslations and
investigates the quasi religious rituals and commemorative
practices that developed around them the czech manuscripts brings
the czech experience into the broader developments of european
history
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